Menú de Opciones para
Capítulo 7: De Vacaciones
Please watch the unit calendar on the website for dates for turn in items. When a
presentation or product is asked of you, you may use the platform of your choice.
Please make sure that you use our vocab and grammar. If you use grammar ideas
beyond what we know or give me other reasons to believe that a translation program
has been used – the artifact will not be accepted.
Aperitivos  2
1. Create a crossword puzzle using the vocab words/phrases from the unit. Give me a
copy along with an answer key. The answer key MUST be filled out by YOU! You
must create actual hints that are not just translations or use images. Minimum of
20 words
2. Create a word search puzzle using the vocab words/phrases from the unit. Give me a
copy along with an answer key. The answer key MUST be filled out by YOU! You
must do something with the terms (images or hints) beyond just providing the
words. Minimum of 20 words
3. Take 20 of the terms and either write complex sentences using them or write
definitions in Spanish (a demo will be explained in class).
4.Write a story using at least 20 of the vocabulary words. Be creative!
Postres  2
1. Create a song/rhyme to remember vocab/grammar from the unit. You may use a new
tune or one that we already know. Must use 20 words.
2. Create a board game or card game using the vocab. Make sure to actually write out
the rules and an explanation of how to win your game. Must be beyond just
translation practice. Must use 20 words.
3. Make 5 “word world” themed images of our vocab. (Example will be shown in class.)
They need to be about a full page each and be in color.
4. Create a collage of pictures that you can describe. For each image you need an
accompanying sentence. Min 10 pictures.

